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Five lectures on Cosmology 
and Large Scale Structure

Lecture I: The average Universe
Lecture II: Distances and thermal history
Lecture III: The perturbed Universe
Lecture IV: Theoretical challenges and surveys
Lecture V: Observational cosmology with LSS
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Plan for Lecture II:

II.1 – Distances, horizons, etc

II.2 – Thermal history of the Universe
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II.1- Distances in the universe

II.1.1 – Physical and comoving distances

II.1.2 – Luminosity distance, Hubble-Lemaître law, 
distance ladder and accelerated expansion

II.1.3 – Angular diameter distance

II.1.4 – Hubble radius
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Universe is spatially homogeneous and isotropic on average.
On average it is described by the FLRW metric (for a spatially flat universe):

II.1.1 – Physical and comoving distances

physical distance comoving distance
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For galaxies following the “Hubble flow”(expanding as the average universe):

[In reality galaxies will have some “peculiar velocities” due to inhomogeneities – more later]

The question is: how to measure distances and velocities in practice?

One measures redshifts instead of velocities. That’s done with either 
measuring spectral lines or with photometric techniques – more later.

How to measure distances in practice? 
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Comoving distance between us (z=0) and an object at redshift z (c=1): 

Comoving distances can’t be directly measured, but are a useful quantity in cosmology. 
They depend on cosmology (through H(z)).
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Another useful quantity is the horizon at a given redshift z:
co-moving size of the causal region since the big bang (z=∞ ) until a 
given redshift z. 

Sound horizon (will be important later): 
Sound speed 
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In the universe it is easy to measure the redshift of objects, 
using eg spectroscopy. 

Measuring distances is much more difficult. 
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There are 2 ways to measure large distances in the Universe: 
from known luminosities (standard candles – eg SNIa) – luminosity distance 
from known scales (standard rulers – eg BAO) - angular diameter distance

Credits: NASA/JPL-Caltech/R. Hurt
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Luminosity distance (dL):

Flux of photons received 
at the detector (a=1)

Known luminosity of the 
source (energy/time)

In FLRW there are 2 extra source of dilution of the flux:
• redshift of photons (1/(1+z))
• rate of arrival decrease by (1/(1+z)) – time dilation

II.1.2 – Luminosity distance
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Therefore:

We can Taylor expand H(z) to first order:

to obtain the Hubble-Lemaître law: 



Hubble-Lemaître law
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Hubble-Lemaître law
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H0 between 50 and 100 km/s/Mpc. 
There was a revolution of precision 
after 1980 and before Planck.
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Distance ladder from standard candles: 
(Cepheids to SNIa) and H0
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Riess et al 1604.01424
H0 = 73.24+/-1.74 km/sec/Mpc

Riess et al 1903.07603
H0 = 74.03 ± 1.42 km/sec/Mpc

Riess et al 2112.04510
H0 = 73.04 ± 1.04 km/sec/Mpc
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Expanding to second order in redshift:

H0 q0

Luminosity distance at higher redshifts:
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We plot dL(z) (exact expression) for 0<z<2 for a flat Universe with  

a. Wm = 1 and WL = 0
b. Wm = 0.3 and WL = 0.7
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DLis larger for a Universe with L -> objects with same z look fainter. This is how the 
accelerated expansion of the Universe was discovered in 1998 using SNIa  



The big surprise in 1998:
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Angular diameter distance (dA) is related to the angle subentended by a 
physical scale (l)

Closed Universe Flat Universe Open Universe

II.1.3 – Angular diameter distance

l l ldq

For a flat universe:
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Is there a favored physical scale in the universe? 

Yes: the “acoustic horizon scale at decoupling” (rs) – more later

This physical scale sets the angular scale for the fluctuations in the cosmic
microwave background (CMB) and in the distribution of galaxies that are formed 
much later (baryon acoustic oscillation – BAO)!
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DES-Y3 BAO sample: 
7 million galaxies with 
0.6< zphot <1.1 in an area 
of ~4100 deg2 

2.3s below Planck
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Another useful scale: characteristic distance light can travel in a Hubble time (c=1):

Comoving Hubble radius:

• Radiation dominated

• Matter dominated

• L dominated

II.1.4 – Hubble radius (“Hubble horizon”)
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Log(Comoving 
distance)

Ln(a)
aeq aDE 0

Comoving scale

aend

inside inside outsideoutside

Inflation Radiation Matter Dark Energy

Comoving Hubble radius during the evolution of the Universe

[If L dominates in the future, Hubble horizon decreases 
and things will disappear: lonely and cold end]
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II.2- Thermal history of the Universe

II.2.1 – Brief review of thermodynamics

II.2.2 – Effective number of relativistic degrees of freedom

II.2.4 – Temperature-time relationship 

II.2.5 – The origin of the cosmic microwave background 

II.2.6 – The standard ruler in the sky 

II.2.3 – Relation between scale fator and temperature 
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II.2.1 – Brief review of thermodynamics

Number density and energy density of a dilute, weakly interacting gas with g 
internal degrees of freedom: 

E is the energy of a state, f(p) is 
its phase-space distribution and 
g is number of internal degrees 
of freedom 
(eg g=2 for photons, g=16 for 
gluons, g=12 for quarks, etc).
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Phase-space distribution for one species in kinetic equilibrium 
(+ for FD, - for BE), kB=1, m chemical potential:

Relativistic limit (T>>m) and T>>m

Exercise: compute the number of CMB photons (T=2.73 K) in 1 cm3

*

*
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Non-relativistic limit (T<<m) and m=0 [same for B-E and F-D]

Exponential Boltzmann suppression
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For more than one species: density of relativistic particles in the Universe is set by 
the effective number of relativistic degrees of freedom g*:

We assumed that in principle the particles can have a different temperature than
T (the photon’s temperature). If they are in chemical equilibrium then same T. 

g*(T) changes when mass thresholds are crossed as T decreases and 
particles become non-relativistic. At high T (>200 GeV) g*

(SM) ~100.
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http://www.damtp.cam.ac.uk/user/db275/Cosmology/Lectures.pdf
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2306.05460

DNeff parametrizes new relativistic degrees of freedom: Dark Radiation

II.2.2 – Effective number of relativistic degrees of freedom:  Neff

Possible solution to the Hubble tension? See, eg, 2306.15067
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Naivelly one can find the relation between the scale fator and the 
temperature as:  

More precisely, conservation of entropy implies:  

II.2.3 – Relation between scale fator and temperature 

When a mass threshold of a particle species is crossed, those particles annihilate 
into photons and increase the temperature.  
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From Friedmann’s 1st equation for a radiation-dominated era:

and 

one finds:

Putting numbers:

II.2.4 – Temperature-time relationship 
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Thermal history of the Universe
Kolb & Turner
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Temperature
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II.2.5 – The origin of the cosmic microwave background
(Much more in Julien’s lectures!!) 

When the universe is very hot there are no atoms! It is fully ionized.
It is opaque to EM radiation. Light and matter are tightly coupled.

Decoupling of light occurs when the Universe cools down - protons and 
eletrons can combine to form hydrogen atoms: recombination epoch.

Naivelly one may think that this happens at a temperature Tbinding=13.6 eV

However, one must take into account that there are many more  
photons than protons in the Universe!

The cosmic microwave background (CMB) is generated after photons 
decouple: last scattering surface.
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One should study the reaction:

and find at what temperature hydrogen stops being destroyed by photons.
Correct treatment is to analyze a Boltzmann equation.

Result: Trec~0.26 eV ~ 3000 K which implies:

zrec~ Trec/T0~ 3000/2.7~ 1100 

Time ~ 380,000 years



After decoupling the Universe is neutral and becomes transparente to 
photons: “last scattering suface” at z=1100.

41
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The comoving sound horizon at decoupling: rs

cs: speed of perturbations in the coupled baryon-photon fluid –
for relativistic fluids

Exercise: show that  rs~150 Mpc

This is the standard ruler measured in CMB and BAO

II.2.6 – The standard ruler in the sky 
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Artist impression of baryonic acoustic oscillations imprinting a mean galaxy separation of 150 Mpc on the cosmic galaxy distribution.
Credit: Eric Huff, the SDSS-III team, and the South Pole Telescope team. Graphic by Zosia Rostomian
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End of second lecture
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Extra slides (time permitting)
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The comoving sound horizon at decoupling (z~1100) sets a physical scale in the 
Universe, both in the fluctuations of the CMB and the BAO. 

A measurement of the angular distance related to this scale can also allow for an 
indirect (model dependent) estimate of the Hubble constant. 

This indirect measurement performed by the Planck satellite is very precise.

Greater precision brings greater possibilities for disagreement. 
In fact, there is a 4-6 s tension with the local measurements.

II.3- The Hubble tension (crisis)



There was a recent revolution in the measurement of H0

with great precision (~1%)! The Hubble tension  ~4-6s!

Freedman et al.,1907.05922

Local

Early time

First crack in the standard LCDM model? 



Adam G. Riess 
Nature Reviews Physics - 2001.03624

Systematic errors? New physics? 
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II.3.1 – The CMB measurement 

CMB provides an indirect (model dependent) estimate of the Hubble constant. 
It’s a result of a complicated fit to the CMB angular power spectrum with 
several parameters.

However, we can have a rough idea by looking at the physical quantity measured by 
Planck satellite: the angular acoustic horizon scale of the CMB fluctuations,  q* (~10)

The angular acoustic scale is measured with high precision (0.03%) by Planck: 
100 θ∗=1.0411 ±0.0003
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Early times 
(expansion rate around 
decoupling era)

Late times 
(expansion rate around 
present era)Obs: comoving angular diameter distance
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Attempts to reconcile CMB with local measurements:
New Physics!

If there is an extra contribution to the energy density
(=faster expansion rate) with respect to LCDM around
the recombination era then in order to keep θ fixed
requires a larger value of H0

New relativistic degrees of freedom, early dark energy, decaying dark
matter,...
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Models abound:
In the Realm of the Hubble tension − a Review of Solutions       2103.01183
E. Di Valentino, O. Mena, S. Pan, L. Visinelli, W. Yang, A. Melchiorri, D. F. Mota, A. G. Riess, J. Silk
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Jury is still out on the possible solutions to

the Hubble tension or crisis... lots of works

New physics vs Systematic errors


